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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NA14ES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteration
A a A a A, a P P P p R, r
S 6 5 6 B, b C r C C S, s
B Be V, v T T T m T, t
r r re G, g Y y Y y U,u

A-x J a D, d * 0# F, f
E e E Ye, ye; E, e* X X Xx Kh, kh

XC )R. Zh, zh U zz Li Ts, ts
S 3s Z, z M4 Ch, ch
fX XU' 1, 1 W 1w L1U Sh, sh

R Y, y II W llhiq Shch, shch

1( KX K, k
J1 f h L,l1b Y, yI

M M MN M,m MH H H N, n 33 9 1 E, e
0o O 0, o 0 0 /0 ;0 Yu, yu
Tn i n P, p SIR 3 Ya, ya

* ye initially, after vowels, and after 'b, b; e elsewhere.
4 When written as L in Russian, transliterate as yl or U.

The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks
may be omitted when expediency dictate3.
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FOLLOWING ARE THE CORRESPONDING RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH

DESIGNATIONS OF THE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English

sin sin
Cos COs
tg tan
ctg cot
sec sec
cosec csc

sh sI~n
ch cosh
th tanl
cth coth
sch sech
cech csch

arc sin sin -

arc cos Cos'
arc tg ten--

arc ctg cot-1

arc sec sec "'

arc cosec csc 'l

arc sh sinh- 1

arc ch cosh- 1

arc th tanh- I

arc cth coth-1
arc sch sech-1

arc csch csch-i

rot cur..
ig log
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DETERMINING THE VAPOR PRESSURE OF

METALS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

V. M. Amonenko, V. Ye. Ivanov,
G. P. Kovtun, V. S. Pavlov, and
A. A. Kruglykhi

Basically two methods are used to studs the vapor pressure of

metals: evaporation from an open surface and effusion [1, 2, 3].

Each of these methods has its own limitations. Due to the fact

that the emissivities of many substances are unknown and can vary

during evaporation, the use of the Langmuir method is quite often

difficult. In the Knudsen method these difficulties are eliminated,

since it is not necessary to know the effective evaporation surface

and evaporation coefficient a does not enter into calculations.

How ver, difficulties arise in the latter method when manufacturing

V high-temperature chambers for the evaporation of refractory
materials. The small dimensions of the effusion opening of the
cell at low vapor pressure of the studied substance require longer

time to carry out the test. The effusion method can change into
I~i that of evaporation from an open surface by increasing the

dimensions of the opening and decreasing the height of the effusion

chamber walls. Earlier, a number of authors have established a

* mathematical dependence of the evaporation rate on the geometrical

dimensions of the evaporator and the evapora,;ion coefficient [4, 5,

6]. The obtained relationships are cumbersone and their practical

application for calculations is difficult.
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Examining the chamber for the evaporation as a successive

connection of its individual elements, it is possible in vacuum

technology to derive a general formula usin3 the vacuum anology--

[7). In this case the corrective coefficients can be expressed by

the Clausing probability [8).

In this work the vapor pressure of refractory metals was

determined using the evaporation rate of a substance from a

cyl..narical crucible. The use of such a crucible for determining

the evaporation rate has a number of advantages: there are no

special requirements imposed on the structure of the surface of

the evaporated substance, the temperature can be determined by an

optical device without introducing corrections for the emissivity

coefficient of the substance, since emission from the crucible in

the first approximation can be considered as absolutely black.

The duration of the test in determining the evaporation of the

substance from such a crucible is cons.iderably shorter than during

the evaporation from an effusion cell.

The crucible with metal on the bottom can be considered as a

system consisting of a vapor source and a cylindrical tube

connected with it in sequence. The walls of the crucible create

certain resistence against the efflux of vapor molecules. For

such a system it is possible to calculate the nature of the flow

and intensity of the vapor flow through the outlet opening of a

cylindrical tube.

Fe.r a round tube with length I and diameter d the probability

that the molecule will traverse distance 1>0 is equal to

where f(Z/d) - certain function which is determined by the

dimensions of the tube and which satisfies the conditions
I (d) - 0 when 1-. 0,

FTD-HT-23-887-74 2
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Total conductivity of the cylindrical crucible is equal to

• = -. t . (2)

where FI, F and F3 - conductivities (total, of the surface, and

of the tube, respectively). The conductivity of a rouid tube with

length I and diameter d
F3---SI/=1

, -=Af "f (Id (3)

where S - cross-section area of the tube; T - absolute temperature;

R - universal gas constant; M - molecular weight.

F2--S }-. (=a)

In this case the effect of the evaporation coefficient is

equivalent to the decrease in the evaporation surface.

Total conductivity of the cruicble

.,~~~~ .+ f . . f { (11d) (5) :

}, " l"2=M

From expression (1) we find f(l/d)

., (1/1d) = -w
*W"

Values W for round tubes of varied diam.eter were calculated

with considerable accuracy by Clausing and are equal to

W -- U,511r when l 1r<,5,

I + .,D51r +20.t5 (Lr7

* FTD-HT-23-887-74f 3



where : - tube radius.

The expression for total condactivity of the cylindrical

crucible with the consideration of (6) can be written as

(7)

The conductivity of the system can be expressed in terms of

vapor pressure using the equation of gas state

RV. RT. (8)

Dividing both Sides of equation (8) by P -P!, we obtain the

expression for the conductivity in the usual form

____ GRT I. PP P. (

In this case P1 =0, since evaporation occurs in a vacuum;

P2=P, i.e., vapor pressure at temperature T. Then we obtain

P=G R (10)

Substituting into this expression for F from (7), we obtain

-I

where G - evaporation rate, in g-s ; S - area of the outlet

opening; a - evaporation coefficient; W - Clausing coefficient.

To calculate the vapor pressure by formula (11), it is

necessary to know the evaporation coefficient a.

If one is to evaporate a metal from cylindrical crucibles

with different ratios 1/d (i.e., with different coefficients of W)

t o
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at the same temperature, it is possible to determine the numerical

*value of the evaporation coerficient a.

= +T' ' 11

P= G2 ( (13)

solving equations (12) and (13) with respect to a, we obtain

G, C.
St 5e

G2- (14)

The obtained equations (11) and (14) enable us to calculate the

vapor pressure and the evaporation coefficient.

To confirm the validity of these conclusions we measured the

vapor pressure of silver in the 800-9600 range. The tests were

carried out on a vacuum ir.tallation consisting of a vacuum

chamber, trap cooled by liquid nitrogen, and the diffusion and

backing pumps. The use of the trap with liquid nitrogen prevents

the oil from the pump system to enter the working chamber and

affords the possibility to wook in vacuum 5--10-7 mm Hg.

High temperature resistance furnace waS used to heat the

crucibles (the number of tungsten spirals and the distance between

them was selected experimentally in order to obtain the necessary

temperature distribution).

The temperature was measured by an optical pyrometer through

a glass window. A corresponding correction for the absorption in

the glass was introduced into the pyrometer readings.

5
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The dependence of vapor pressure on temperature is shown in

figure 1 and is expressed by the equation

-. ,+ "88S60.

The evaporation coefficient of

1. I, silver, calculated by formula (l4),
I proved to be equal to 02.5.

These results are in good agreement

v.90 Z 81 with the data in literature [5, 9J.
8.2 8.4 a.6 8,8 9.0 9Z BY

Let us examine some extreme cases
Figure 1. Vapor pressure hich can occur in practice depending
of silver as a function of wI
temperature. on the numerical values of the

evaporation coefficient a which enters

formula (11). Such cases can be: 1) very low evaporation

coefficient va2aes' i.e., large values of 1/a; 2) high values of

Z/d, i.e., cases when relatively long crucibles are used with not

very low values of the evaporation coefficient.

With very low values of a the following inequality is valid:

SI
-7, IV(15)

and formula (11) assumes the following form:

P 2-?RT (16)

Thus, a case is possi.le which is similar to the evaporation

with an open surface and, consequently, to calculate the vapor

pressure it is necessary to know the value of evaporation

coefficient a.

: 6



In a seccnd case, with relatively large ratios of length ofin ~ th atro---l w an
-the crucible to the diameter, in the factor (-- ) we

disregard the term '1- 1) which characterizes the surface properties

of the evaporating substance as compared with the term 11W which is

a function of geometrical dimensions. Apparently, in this case,

it is not necessary to know the numerical value of the evaporation

coefficient and the pressure of the saturated vapor will be

determined by the expression

P G }fT (17)

The last formula coincides with the expression used for

determining the vapor pressure by the effusion method when

evaporation originates from the chamber with an opening of finite

thickness, which is characterized by the presence of the Clausing

cotefficient W.

To find out, at what values of Z/d

~ I (18)

we can use equation (17). To determine the vapor pressure we

studied the evaporation rate as a function of the ratio of length

of the crucible to the diameter for silver (a=0.15) and chromium

(a=0.5) [5, 10].

Silver and chromium were evaporated frcm molybdenum crucibles

with the various ratios of length to the diameter. The results

of the experiment have shown that, beginning with ratio 1/d

completely defined for each metal, the sublimation rate at constant

temperature changes insignificantly. This ratio is different for

silver and chromium, which is explained by the difference in the

evaporation coefficients of these metals.

7
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For the various metals whose evaporation coefficients are

different and do not equal to unity there is a ratio 1/d with which

inequality (18) is satisfied with a sufficient degree of accuracy

and, consequently, the vapor pressure is determined by expression

(17). For chromium this ratio is equal to 8.5, which corresponds

to the inequality of type O-- >>U.1-1 or 8>1, i.e., in practical

application, inequality 10>1 must be satisfied. In a general case

the ratio and the value of inequality >>--1 will be determined

by the accuracy of the procedure. For an additional confirmation

of these conclusions we measured the vapor pressure of solid

chromium obtained using the vacuum distillation method [11] in the

1,200-1,3500 range. The design of the isothermic furnace has

enabled us to carry out evaporation simulataneously, using two

cylindrical crucibles with the ratio 1/d aqualling 8.5 and 4.5.

The sublimation rate was determined by the formula

--r- -I-r l,'d- .5
nl

m,---. .m for I'd=-8,5,

il.

where m - sublimation rate without the consideration of the crucible

conductivity.

The measurement results for the eJaporation rate of chromium

from long and short crucibles, presented in the table, are in good

agreement with one another within the experimiental errors.

Sublimation rate of
chromium (in g.cm /s)

Temp.. Long Short

in °C crucible crucible

I tIO" 2.8 -10-6 275. 0
1'105 4.68 4.56
12"fl 7,06 7)5

i ~ ~ 2.,A) t.40- t }-5 1, . 0.
1270} 2,12 2.20
t t"q) 2.85 3.03
t315 5,o2 5,10)

13D iOI . tO- -8
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The evaporation coefficient of

• • ! .!chromium, calculated by formula

I- :. (14), is equal to 0.5. Thus, for
3.c .! chromium, condition (18) is

virtually fulfilled when I/d=7.8.

SFigure 2 shows the chromium vapor
pressure as a function of

6.Z 64 66 S8.0 7emperattu'e, calculated using the
W/T rate of sublimation from a crucible

.igure 2. Vapor pressure with the ratio I/d=8 5. In
of chromium as a function
of temperature. processing the Pxperimental data

using the method of least squares,

we obtained the equation for the chromium i.apor pressure in the
1,20-0-1,350 ° range

ig P (:.vi-- 10,81O 0 ,.o
r

The obtained equation is in good agreement with the literature

data.
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